
Harvard Puzzle "House" 
Instructions: Guess the words defined by 
the cryptic clues (words vary in length 
from three to eight letters; three are 
capitalized, and one is a variant spelling) 
then enter them in the grid one after 
another in the same order as their clues, 
starting in the upper left corner. Across 
words that don't end at the right continue 
on the next row, and down words that 
don't end at the bottom continue in the 
next column. Seven across words and 
seven down words won't fit in the grid 
unless one of their letters is removed. 
Those fourteen letters spell a two-word 
phrase related to the puzzle's title. Thanks 
to Kevin Wald '93 for test-solving and 
editing this puzzle. 

           

           

           

           

           

           

           

           

           

           

           

 
Across  
1. Quiet new club keeps one out in the open  
2. Recall papa replacing Victor in show  
3. One swarm having energy gets a protozoan  
4. He leaves Ishmael cooking a spicy dish  
5. Rude hunter, eating toad's foot, makes a loud 

noise  
6. Map includes one area of level land  
7. What's mined in Korea  
8. Good-for-nothing Bette loses head  
9. Cruel, necrotic, degenerative condition  
10. The capital of Tibet is weird, alas  
11. Iberian nation loses a turn  
12. Labor anew to bottle B2H6, for example  
13. Unit has ring for instrument  
14. Wanton dance around large torch  
15. Beheaded another unruly sovereign  
16. Film machine running without hydrogen  
17. One occupying flat is taken care of  
18. Nature excursion in southeast  
19. Arrogance of churl nakedly hoarding gold and 

tellurium  
20. Criminally deceive with new testimony  
21. Animal trapped in iron rack  
22. To smile inside is impersonal  
23. London theatre involved in dry observance 

Down  
1. Poem of yore recited  
2. Die miserably in silent setting  
3. Sophisticated, half-hour poison  
4. A sound that gets attention in the morning 

involves high explosives  
5. Best one in a stew is thoroughwort  
6. Tiled vessel with enamel top was in front  
7. Bavarian town and Russian villa united  
8. Pony stall  
9. Feel secure having more  
10. Liturgy is correctly recited  
11. Start south with caution  
12. Adolph has to walk slowly back inside  
13. Attributes loss of energy to cigarettes  
14. Meson capturing real particle  
15. A ruler's undoing is dreamlike  
16. Snow leopard's weight  
17. Go running later, around 5  
18. Fish get north out of Barcelona in a 

frenzy  
19. One hurt heading north for southern city  
20. Chung takes on Vince's first plot  
21. A brick's odd crinkle  
22. River containing piss aroused scorn 

 


